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In Section I an inequality of McMillan (1956) implied by unique 
deeipherability is generalized to channels whose letters have unequal 
costs and used to prove that no uniquely decipherable encoding can 
increase the capacity of such a channel. The same methods yield a 
proof of the equivalence of several definitions of capacity. In Section 
I I  the matching problem is considered, a code construction of Shan- 
non (1948) is generalized as a partial answer, and some unsolved 
problems are described. Finally, in Section I I I  some generalizations 
are given for channels capable of transmitting a denumerable infin- 
ity of distinct letters. 
SECTION 1 
Consider a noisefree communicat ions channel capable of t ransmi t t ing  
any one of r dist inct letters at  a cost d~ in t ime (or otherwise) for the 
i th letter.  "Channe l "  will be used in Sections I and I I  exclusively with 
this meaning, and "equi l i tera l"  shall mean that  d~ is independent  of i. 
We begin by l ist ing some standard definit ions and theorems about  the 
equi l i teral  channel (e.c.) for comparison with our subsequent general-  
izations. We hope it will not  upset the orthodox that  we use natura l  
logar i thms throughout  his paper.  
A word is a finite sequence of letters, and an encoding is a finite 
sequence of words, called codes. An encoding is said to be uniquely 
decipherable (u.d.) provided any finite concatenat ion of its codes (codes 
wr i t ten one after the other without  spacing) can be construed as no 
other concatenat ion of its codes. We shall carry  the above definit ions 
over from the equi l i teral  ease without  modif ication. 
Fol lowing Feinstein (1958), the transmission rate for an e.c. having 
* This work was supported by the Air Force Systems Command, United States 
Air Force, under contract AF 33(616)-8240 with the Armour Research Foundation 
of Illinois Institute of Technology. 
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dl = 1 for each i, when its r letters are t ransmi t ted  independent ly  and 
randomly  with probabi l i t ies p l ,  • • • , p r ,  is - ~-~p~ log p~. (To avoid 
c lutter  we omit  or abbrev iate  l imits on summations when they are 
obvious from the context.) The capac i ty  of such a channel is the maxi-  
mum transmission rate achievable for any transmission probabi l i t ies,  
which is easily shown to be log r, achieved when p~ = 1/r  for each i. 
(Note  that  log x =< 1 - x with equal i ty  only for x = 1. Therefore 
1__ 
with equal i ty  only for p~ = 1/r  for each i (Fano,  1961, p. 4:3). These 
definit ions have been general ized as follows. 
DEFINITION 1. The transmission rate of a channel whose i th  letter  
costs d, > 0 is --  }--~p~ log p~/~p~di when the letters are t ransmi t ted  
independent ly  and randomly,  the i th  letter  with probabi l i ty  p~. 
DEFINITION 2. The capac i ty  of a channel is the max imum trans-  
mission rate achievable for any transmiss ion probabi l i t ies.  
THEOREM 1. The capacity of a channel whose i th  letter costs d~ is the 
unique real root C of g(x) = ~ exp(--dix) = 1 and is achieved by p~ = 
exp ( -d iC)  for each i. i 
PROOF: Note that  if d, = 1 for each i, we have exp( -C)  = 1/r and 
C = log r as before. In  general,  
-E  - ceded,  = E log exp ( -d ,  C) 
P~ 
<= ~_, p~ (e xp ( -d~ C) 1) = g(C) - l = O 
P~ 
or --  ~-]p~ log p~/~_,p~d~. <= C with equal i ty  only for p~ = exp( -d~ C) 
for each i. 
Now consider what  happens when an encoding is used. Suppose it 
has R codes, the i th  having tota l  cost D~ (the sum of its letter  costs) 
The author is grateful to the referee for pointing out that there is a certain 
amount of overlap between this paper and R. S. Marcus, Discrete Noiseless Cod~ 
ing, S. M. thesis, Dept. of Electrical Engineering, M.I.T., 1957 (unpublished), 
principally as follows. (a) Theorems 1and 2 are proved by the method of Lagrange 
multipliers in sections 1.2 and 3.1 of the thesis, respectively, and Theorem 4 is 
stated in section 4with the understanding that another similar proof would suffice. 
(b) Theorem 3 is proved from the fundamentM coding theorem of Shannon (1948) 
in section 10.3. (c) The bound in Theorem 6 is derived ifferently in section 5, and 
an example in section 9shows that this bound is approached for ~ certain sequence 
of binary channels, despite its generosity in some practical cases. 
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and being t ransmi t ted  with probabi l i ty  P~. Then the transmission rate 
is --  ~ P~. log P~/~ P,Di, and if the above-defined capac i ty  is to be 
a useful concept, it should exceed the transmission rate achievable by 
the use of any u.d. encoding. That  this is in fact the case for an e.c. 
follows from an inequal i ty  of MeMi l lan  (1956), namely,  ~r -"~ <= 17 
THEOREM 2. No u.d. encoding provides a transmission rate in excess 
of the capacity of an e.c. (see footnote 1 on p. 14). 
PRooF: Let  r be the number  of letters. Using McMi l lan 's  inequal i ty,  
~-:.r -~  =< 1, we have 
r-~ , (r -D, ) <<_ ~P~ -1  <=o -- ~'~ P~ log Pi  - log r ~ Pi D~ = ~ P~ log pc \PT~ 
Therefore 
- ~ P,  log P~/~ P~D, <= log r = C. 
Our task is to generalize Theorem 2. To this end we require a general- 
izat ion of MeMi l lan 's  inequal i ty.  Now that  inequal i ty  may be rewri t ten 
as Er  -D" = E exp( - -D~ log r) = Eexp( -D ,C)  =< 1, and i t i s fo r  
this form of the inequal i ty  that  we shall extend McMi l lan 's  proof to 
a rb i t ra ry  channels. 3 
THEOREM 3. I f  a channel of capacity C ad~zits a u.d. encoding whose 
i th  code has total cost D,, ~ exp(-D~C) -< 1 (see footnote 1 on p. 14). 
PRooF: Let  d l ,  - ' -  , d~ > 0 be the letter  costs for this channel, and 
let n(s) be the number  of letters of cost s. Let  g(z) = ~ exp( -&z)  = 
~n(s )  exp ( - - sz ) .  The last summat ion is over all reals, but  since the 
coefficient n(s) vanishes except for s = di , - • • , d~ , it is perfect ly well- 
defined. Let  D I ,  - - .  , DR > 0 be the code costs of a u.d. encoding for 
this channel, and let N(s) be the number  of codes of cost s. Let  G(z) = 
~'~ exp( -D i  z) = }'-~,N(s) exp( -sz ) .  (Note  that  n(0)  = N(0) = 0.). 
F inal ly ,  let re(s) be the nmnber  of possible letter  sequences of cost s, 
2 This inequality was used earlier by Kraft and others, but McMillan gave the 
first proof independent of information4heoretie concepts. See Sehutzenberger 
and Marcus (1959) for a fuller history. 
a Schutzenberger and Marcus (1959) suggest hat their methods also will fur- 
nish a proof of Theorem 3 which is independent of information4heoretic concepts. 
The method we use here is adapted to the proof of our Theorem 5. Their method, 
however, can be used to show that equality in Theorem 3 is a necessary and suffi- 
cient condition that a u. d. encoding be maximal u. d. (under inclusion) as well as 
several other interesting equivalences. 
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and let M(s) be the number of possible encoded messages (code se- 
quences) of cost s. (Note that there is one empty sequence of each kind, 
so m(0) = M(0) = 1. Furthermore, re(s) and M(s) vanish except for s 
of the form ~ a~& with the a~ nonnegative integers, that is, for all but 
a countable set of nonnegative real numbers having no finite point of 
accumulation.) 
Now by unique decipherability, there is only one way to remove a 
word from the beginning of an encoded message so that what remains is 
still a message. I t  follows that 
M@) = ~M(s - -  D,) = ~f~tN(t) M(s -  t) fo rs  > 0. 
I t  is clear that the preceding convolution relation holds trivially for 
s < 0, but it fails for s = 0, the left member then equalling one while the 
right member equals zero. Therefore if we let F(z) = ~ M(s) exp 
(--  sz), we have F(z) -- 1 = F(z) -- M(O) = F(z) G(z), and so 
F(z) = 1/[1 -- G(z)]. In exactly analogous fashion, if we let f(~) = 
m(s) exp( -sz ) ,  we find f(z) = 1/[1 - g(z)]. 
The foregoing is only formal manipulation. We shall now show that 
the Dirichlet series defining f converges to 1/(1 - g) when Real (z) > 
C. First of all we observe that its abscissa of convergence is no greater 
than log r/rain d~, because m(s) <= r S/mi~ d~. Now it does follow from 
the previous formal manipulations that the series defining f represents 
1/(1 -- g) where it converges, and since we have just seen that this is 
a nonempty region, the series must in fact be the unique such expansion 
of 1/(1 - g), converging up to the rightmost zero of (1 - g) because 
it has only positive real coefficients) But by Theorem 1, g(C) = 1. 
Moreover d~ > 0 for each i. Therefore, whenever Real (z) > C, I g(z) I 
= I ~--~ exp(-d~z) I -<- ~ exp( -&  Real (z)) < ~ exp(--d~ C) -= 
g(C) = 1, and so (1 - g) has no zeros on this half-plane. 
We now turn to the Diriehlet series defining F, which the same formal 
manipulations have shown to represent 1/(1 - G) where it converges. 
Unique decipherability, however, requires M(s) < re(s) for all s, and 
so this series converges wherever the one for f does. I t  follows that 
(1  - -  G) can have no zeros in Real (z) > C either. But G is continuous 
and assumes only real values for real values of the argument, and 
l im~G(x)  = O. Hence 1 -- G(x) > 0 for x > C, whence ~ exp 
( -D~C) = G(C) < 1, as desired. 
For the necessary theory of Dirichlet series, see Hardy and Riesz (1952), 
chapter II, p~rtieularly theorems 3, 4, 6, and 10, pp. 4-10. 
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THEOREM 4. No u.d. encoding provides a transmission rate in excess 
of the capacity of a channel. 2
PaOOF: Using the same notation as above, 
- -E  P~ log P~ - C E P~ D, = E P~ log exp( -D ,  C) 
Pi 
=< ~p.,(exp(-D~C)p~ 1) =g(C) -  1 = 0. 
Therefore 
-- ~ P~ log P~/ ~ P~D~ < C. 
The definition of capacity for the e.c. that we chose to generalize was 
that used by Feinstein (1958). I t  is appropriate at this point to use the 
methods of the above proof to show that the natural generalization of 
the original definition used by Shannon (1948) yields the same number. 
Shannon defined the capacity of an e.c. with de = 1 for each i as lim ....  
log re(n)/n. In general lira log re(s)/s, where s tends to infinity through 
those values for which re(s) > 0, does not exist. For example, if dx = 
1 and d2 --- 2, s = A 3- B ~v/2 with A and B nonnegative integers are 
the values in question. Since A 3- B ~v/2 = A' 3- B' %/2 only if A = 
A'andB = B' ,wehave re(A) = 1 and 
A + B (A + B) ~+~ 
m(A 3- B ~/'2) = (A 3- B)!/A! B! 2~rAB AAB B 
for large A and B. Hence log m(A)/A = 0, but 
log m(A q- B %/~) ,.;~ (A 3- B) log(A 3- B) - A log A - B log B 
A+Bv  a + BV'  
A B 
for large A and B, hence can be made arbitrarily close to max~) 
( -  log p /Ep dO = c 
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infinitely often by making A/(A + B) and B/(A + B) approximate 
exp(--dlC) and exp(--d2C), respectively. The natural generalization 
that now suggests itself is 
DEI~INITION 3. The asymptotic apacity C' of a channel is lira sup,_~ 
log re(s)/s. 
THEOREM 5. C' = C. 
P~ooF: The above discussion of our example is easily adapted to a 
proof that C' => C in general. We always have m(~'~A~di) >= (~-~Ai)!/ 
l~A ~.! with equality in case the d~ are mutually incommensurable. Apply- 
ing Stirling's approximation to the factorials in the multinomial coeffi- 
cient and rearranging as before, we find that for any e > 0, sufficiently 
large A i insure 
log(E  a~ d,) > - -E  P, log p, 
A~ d~ ~ p~ d~ 
where p~ = A,/~-~A,. Hence C' _-__ C. 
To show C' =< C, we apply the formula for the abscissa of absolute 
convergence of a Dirichlet series (Hardy and Riesz, 1952, theorem 8, 
p. 8) to the series ~m(s)  exp(--sz), obtaining C = lim sup log ~-~t_<~ 
m(t)/s > lim sup log m(s)/s = C'. 
SECTION I I  
Having seen that under no circumstances can a u.d. encoding enable 
a channel to transmit at a rate in excess of capacity, the question which 
naturally arises is how close to capacity can the transmission rate 
actually be brought by judicious choice of a u.d. encoding when the 
transmission probabilities P1, • • • , P .  are prescribed. This is the prob- 
lem of matching channel to source, and two solutions have been given 
in the equiliteral case. Huffman (1952) has described an algorithm for 
generating an optimal encoding, and Shannon (1948) has described a
simpler algorithm for generating an encoding which is not in general 
optimal but for which he gives a good bound on the divergence from 
optimality. In each case the encoding involved is a special kind of u.d. 
encoding known as a prefix encoding. 
DEFINITION 4. An encoding is a prefix encoding if no code is an initial 
segment (prefix) of any other. 
Although such an encoding is clearly u.d., the converse is false, wit- 
ness the encoding whose two codes are 0 and 01. An involved necessary 
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and sufficient condition for unique decipherability was given by Sardinas 
and Patterson (1953), and it is noteworthy that we did not need this to 
prove Theorem 3. (See also Gilbert and Moore (1959), particularly 
Section VI I ,  pp. 953-957, which points up the superiority of prefix 
encodings.) 
A third result along these lines was given by McMillan (1956). He 
showed that prefix encodings for the e.c. are as good as any u.d. encod- 
ings, in the sense that if there exists a u.d. encoding with code-costs 
D1, . - -  , De ,  then there exists a prefix encoding with these code-costs. 
The method was to show the existence of a prefix encoding with code- 
costs D1, • • • , DR whenever ~-]r -D~ =< 1, r being the number of channel 
letters. Since he had also shown that unique decipherability implies the 
above inequality, he had sho~m that it was a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the existence of a u.d. 
Now what is the status of generalizations of these results to channels 
which are not equiliteral? Theorem 6 below gives a generalization of 
Shannon's almost optimal construction. Moreover, Karp (1961) de- 
scribes a more involved algorithm, based on integer programming, 
which constructs optimal prefix encodings (not necessarily optimal 
among all encodings) for channels with commensurable letter costs. The 
incommensurable case is still open. Lastly, as to the hope that prefix 
encodings are as good as any u.d. encodings, either in the above sense or 
in some other reasonable sense, a proof would have to follow different 
lines from ~{eMillan's, since the generalized McMillan inequality is no 
longer a sufficient condition for existence of a prefix encoding, although 
Theorem 3 shows that it is still a necessary condition for a u.d. encoding. 
The dot-dash channel furnishes our counterexample. Since ~ exp 
( - -  d, C) = 1 by Theorem 1, C = log [(1 -{- V~) /2] .  I t  is now easily 
checked that the code costs D~ = 3, D2 = D3 = D4 = D~ = D6 = 
satisfy ~ exp (--D~C) = 0.966, whereas no prefix encoding employing 
all five codes of cost four can employ any cheaper code. By appeal to 
the Sardinas-Patterson condition, it is possible to show that no u.d. 
encoding whatsoever can have these code costs, hence that the general- 
ized McMillan inequality is not even a sufficient condition for existence 
of a u.d. encoding, let alone a prefix encoding. 
THEOREM 6. Given a channel  of  capac i ty  C whose letters a l ,  . . .  , a~ 
cost d~ , . . .  , d~ , respectively,  and  a f in i te  probabi l i ty  d is t r ibut ion  P~ , . . .  
PR ~ a pref ix  encoding whose codes W1, - . .  , We cost D1 ,  . .~ , De ,  
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respectively, can be constructed to have 
--  EP i  log Pi /C ~ ~']P~D~ < max d~ -- ~--]P~ log P~/C 
so that 
( - -2  P~ log P~/~-] P¢ D~ ~ C 1 2 P, Di] 
>= C 1 -~P i logP j  >- C l -~- logmaxP j .  
PnOOF. Assume P1 ~ P2 ->_ "'" _>- P , .  Let Q1 = 0 and let Q~+I = 
Q~ -~ P~. We consider the interval [0, 1) divided into consecutive half- 
open intervals of length exp( -  d~ C) and each of these divided propor- 
tionately, etc. The code W~ is now constructed by considering the se- 
quenee of nested such intervals containing Q~. 
These intervals correspond to a (d)-ary expansion of the number Q~ 
lust as a sequence of intervals of lengths 10 -~ corresponds to its decimal 
expansion, only we will use the letters a~, -.- , a~ in place of digits to 
represent this expansion. The infinite sequence of letters specifying Q~ 
must now be truncated judiciously to form W~. We retain as IV~ the 
shortest initial segment whose total cost D~ is no less than -- log P~/C. 
Clearly, -- log P, /C _-< D~ < max dl -- log Pi/C, and so the desired 
inequality obtains. 
To see that the W, do in fact form a prefix code, we argue as follows. 
Let DJ  be the cost of lV~ with its terminal etter deleted. Note that 
D/  < -- log P~/C <-_ D~. Now consider Wi and IV~ with i < j and 
recall that P~ > P~-. (a) Wj is not a proper prefix of Wi,  because 
Dj > - log P JC  > - log P, /C > D, .  (b) IV, is not a prefix of Wj ,  
because while W~, the (d)-ary expansion of Q~ truncated at cost D~ does 
not specify Q~ exactly, it does locate it within a certain interval. This 
interval is open on the right and its length is 
1-I exp( -d ,C)  = exp( - -~ d~C) = exp(--D~C) _-< P~ 
oj~W~ aleW~ 
since D~ > -- log P~/C. But Q~ > Q~+I = Q~ -t- P~, which shows that 
Qj falls outside this interval and hence that its (d)-ary expansion, of 
which Wj is a truncation, cannot be prefixed by W~. This completes 
the proof. 
Just as for the e.e., the noiseless coding theorem is an immediate 
corollary of the preceding theorem. That is, except in the trivial case 
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P1 =/~ = 1, transmission rates arbitrarily near capacity can be achieved 
by encoding sufficiently long message sequences whose individual items 
are selected independently and randomly with probabilities P1, "'" 
PR • One need only observe that P~I P~ " " " P~ --< (max P~) ~ and tends 
to zero as n increases. 
The dot-dash channel mentioned earlier is an instructive example. 
exp( -C)  -~- exp( -2C)  = 1 implies v = e -c  satisfies v + v "~ = 1, so 
v = (~v/5 -- 1) /2 ~ 0.6 and  C = log [ (%/~ + 1)/2]. Computat ion  of 
(d)-ary expansions in this case is convenient ly  done  in two  stages. 
Suppose 0 -<_ Q ~ 1. (a) Let C1 = [Q/v], the integer part of Q/v .  Since 
½ _= v ~ 1, cl can be either 0 or 1. Let 
E,, = ~f~l ~ c;v i and c,,+1 = [(Q - E,~)/v].  
If c~ = 0, c,~+1 can be either 0 or 1. However, if c~ = 1, c~+~ = 0, since 
v ~ ÷ v ~+~ = v ~-~. Thus we have an expansion Q = ~ c j '  in which 
successive coefficients are never both unity. (b) In the sequence of 
coefficients c~c2 . . .  , replace each "10" by a dash and each remaining 
"0" by a dot. The preceding discussion shows that no dilemma can 
occur in following these replacement rules, and the resulting sequence 
is an expansion of Q in dots and double-length dashes which is easily 
seen to be just the (d) -ary expansion described in the proof of Theorem 6. 
Where the d~ are not commensurable, we must, of course, fall back on 
this general definition, but the above rules enabled us to construct with- 
out undue labor a rather good dot-dash prefix encoding for the alphabet, 
based upon English letter frequencies. We then made obvious improve- 
ments of two simple kinds. We deleted terminal or penultimate dots 
and dashes where possible and we then reordered the codes so that their 
costs were a nonincreasing function of the frequencies. The result was 
remarkably near perfection. ~ P~D~ ~ 5.85 while -- ~ P~ log P~/C  
5.78 and max d~ = 2. ( I t  is not optimal, however, since we have 
found another prefix encoding with ~ P~9~ ~ 5.82.) This result is 
typical of our limited numerical experimentation, which indicates that 
the upper bound of Theorem 6 is very generous (see footnote 1, p. 14). 
SECTION I I I  
The channel whose letters have lengths 1, . . .  , r may be simulated 
on a binary channel by using the codes 1, 01,001, 0001, and so on, which 
suggests that we might usefully define capacity for channels with count- 
ably many letters provided the letter costs form a sufficiently rapidly 
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increasing sequence. In fact the encodings mentioned show that the 
channel with one letter of each positive integer cost should have the 
same capacity as the binary channel. An appropriate definition would 
seem to be 
DEFINITIO~ 5. C = sup(--~-~pl log pj~-~p~dl) where (p) ranges 
over all probability distributions on the letters, for which the two sums 
involved are convergent under the convention 0 log 0 = 0. 
Alternatively, again in analogy to the finite case, we make 
DEFINITIOn 6. C" = inf {x]g(x)  = ~ exp( -d ix )  =< 1} or ~ if 
that set is empty. 
We no longer refer to the unique real root of ~ exp(-d~x)  = 1, since 
this sum may be strictly less than one for all x for which it converges, 
though it is still true, of course, that such a root is unique when it exists 
and is then C 'r. 
In any event, as in the proof of Theorem 1, it is easy to see that 
--~-~p~ log p~/~p~d~ < x for any (p) for which the sums involved 
converge and any x > C", hence that C < C". The reversed inequality 
also holds. For take any x < C". Then ~-~exp(-d~x) > 1. Choose K 
such that ~-~,<~ exp ( -d~x) > 1 and then x' > x such that :~--'~<_K 
exp( -d ix ' )  = 1. Le tp i  = exp(--dlx')  fo r i  < Kand le tp ,  = 0 for  
= p~x d~ i > K. Since -p i  log p~ ' for i ~ K and zero otherwise, ~-~p~ 
log p~/~pld~ = x' > x. Hence x < C. But x was arbitrary. Therefore 
C" <_ C, as desired. We have proved 
THEOREM 7. C" = C. 
We would now like to generalize Theorems 3 and 4 to the countable 
channel. I f  C is infinite, the conclusions of Theorems 3 and 4 have no 
force, so we may as well assume C finite. 
THEOREM 8. I f  a countable channel of capacity C < ~ admits a u.d. 
encoding whose ithcode costs D~ , ~ exp( -D~x)  < 1 for any x > C. 
PnOOF: The proof is almost identical to that of Theorem 3, so we 
shall describe only the new departures. First of all, observe that for 
each s, there are only a finite number of d~ =< s. Otherwise C = ~.  
Hence n(s),  re(s), N(s ) ,  M(s ) ,  and min d~ are all well-defined numbers, 
and the argument proceeds as before down to the reference to Theorem 
1 in the third paragraph. Here we rely instead on Theorem 7 and argue 
that whenever Real (z) > C" = C, lg(z) l=  ]~exp( - -d~z)  l=< 
exp( -d l  Real(z)) < 1, and so (1 -- g) has no zeros on this half- 
plane. Finally, to the fourth paragraph we must prefix the remark that 
G(z) = ~ N(s)  exp( -sz )  converges when Real(z) > C, which it 
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does, since N(s) < re(s) for each s, and f(z) = }-~.m(s) exp( -sz )  
converges there. We then conclude as before, except that the last sen- 
tence should read, "Hence 1 -- G(x) > 0 for x > C, whence ~exp 
( -D ,x )  < 1 for x > C, as desired." 
THEOREM 9. No u.d. encoding provides a transmission rate in excess of 
the capacity of a countable channel. 
PROOF: By the argument used to prove Theorem 4, we can show that 
-- ~'~P~ log P~/~-~.P~D~ < x for any x > C" = C and any (P) such that 
the two sums involved are convergent. I t  follows that -Y~.P~ log 
P~/~-~.Pd)~ <= C whenever the two sums are convergent. 
The slight added complications that have arisen in treating the 
countable channel are a direct result of the fact that the capacity may 
in this case be an unattained supremum of the transmission rates, 
rather than the maximum transmission rate. This is easily verified to 
be the case for the cham~el with n(k) = [(4k/(k q- 1) 2) q- 1] letters of 
individual positive integer cost k, for then ~-~n(k) exp( -kx)  = 
exp( -d ,x )  <= (Tr 2 - 4)/6 < 1 for x ->_ log 4 and diverges for x < log 4, 
whereas -}--~.p, log pJ~-~p~d~ < C with equality only for p~ = exp 
( -d~C),  which unfortunately do not sum to one. However, when it 
comes to generalizing Definition 3 and Theorem 5, these added com- 
plications are so minor that we simply state the results again for com- 
pleteness. 
DEFIN IT ION 7. C t = lh~ sup log m(s)/s.  
THEOREM 10. C' = C. 
In conclusion we remark that the noiseless coding theorem may be 
obtained for countable channels by approximation with finite channels, 
despite the fact that Theorem 6 is useless whenever max d~ is undefined. 
Given the countable channel of capacity C whose ith letter costs d~, 
let C~ be the capacity of the n-letter channel whose ith letter costs 
d~ for i = 1, . . -  , n. I t  is clear from Definition 5 that CJ '  < C:+~ < 
C", hence using Theorem 7, that l im~ C~ = sup C~ =< C. On the 
other hand, given any e > 0, Definition 5 assures the existence of a 
probability distribution (p) such that -- ~--~p~ log p, and ~~.pld~ con- 
verge and --}-~.p~ log p~/~p~d~ > C -- e. Hence for sufficiently large 
n, C~ > -- ~p~ log p~/~p~d, > C -- 2E. I t  follows that lira C~ = C, 
and the noiseless coding theorem for countable channels now follows 
easily from the finite case. 
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